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Bose soundlink color ii bluetooth speaker price

Bose unveiled its smallest portable Bluetooth speaker, the SoundLink Micro, earlier this month. If you haven't pre-ordered one yet, you can now buy one for as little as USD 109.95. The main advantages of SoundLink Micro are its small size, IPX7 rating and battery life. The device also gives users access to voice input for their phone's Siri or Google Assistant directly from the speaker. The IPX7 rating
gives the speaker the much-needed waterproof feature. According to Bose, the SoundLink Micro is made of materials such as silicone rubber to create a seal around the technology inside, which not many speaker manufacturers have achieved. In addition, the speaker was built with a view to mobility, so you will be able to strap on almost something like a bike, backpack or cooler. Bose says SoundLink
Micro has a bespoke transmitter and passive silicone spotlight that allows it to achieve sound quality that is better than any speaker of its size. In addition, the SoundLink Micro also allows calls to be made via the speaker, while the small battery inside can deliver up to 6 hours of music. The device has a micro USB port and a wireless range of up to 9 m. Last but not least, you need to download the Bose
Connect app from Google Play or the App Store to get more control over the speaker from your Android or iOS smartphone. It allows you to connect two SoundLink Micro speakers in party mode or switch to stereo mode. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! (Pocket-lint) - Bose has introduced a new Bluetooth speaker called SoundLink III, a successor to the SoundLink Mini Bluetooth speaker. Bose
describes it as the best mobile Bluetooth speaker and said it plays louder and longer than the SoundLink Mini and is available in a colorful range of optional scratch-resistance covers. SoundLink III connects wirelessly to a mobile device or other Bluetooth device. Simply press and hold the Bluetooth button on the top of the speaker, and then select the SoundLink Mobile Speaker III from your device. You get
a range of about 30 feet, and it will remind you of the six latest devices you've paired. Other features include 14 hours of listening, thanks to a rechargeable lithium-ion battery, as well as an aux input for audio connections, a USB port for software updates, a compact power supply and an optional 12V car charger. As for dimensions, you will see a 3lb speaker with a 5-inch height, 10-inch width and 2-inch
depth. So it's slim and slim and silver. However, if you wish, you can play the personalization factor by selecting one of the five Buy 35-dollar cases. READ: Hands-on: Bose SoundLink Mini reviewBose's SoundLink III Bluetooth speaker costs USD 299.95 and is now available on the Bose website. We have contacted and will update the Company regarding availability outside the United States when more
information is available. Best Bluetooth speakers Bluetooth speakers Top portable speakers to buy todayUpdate: The SoundLink III Bluetooth speaker is available on Bose's UK website. It's priced at USD 259.95 for just one speaker, while a bundle with a speaker and a case costs USD 289.90. The color options are gray, blue, orange, green, and pink. Writing by Elyse Betters. 123 Music makes everything
better. Whether you're trying to finish this important work period, or need some extra motivation for your home workout, the right playlist gives you that extra excitement to take on during the day. You probably already have a good pair of headphones or earbuds (and if not, read this). However, if you want to take your listening experience to the next level, consider adding a wireless speaker to your lineup.
And there is no better day than today to do that. Amazon is selling the Bose SoundLink Color Bluetooth Speaker II for less than 80 US dollars. Bose is one of the best audio devices when it comes to high-quality audio devices. And this speaker lives up to its reputation, with over 24,000 near-perfect Amazon reviews. It has a 30-foot sound palette with the Bose crisp, clear and deep sound quality that we all
know and love. Weighing just over a pound, it's a nice travel-friendly portable speaker with 8 solid hours of playtime. We don't need to tell you about Bluetooth capabilities in 2020, but we should mention that this device allows multiple ports at once (no more disputes about who comes to the DJ). It has a circumferential silicone body in multiple color options and a water-repellent shell that makes it more
durable than most high-quality speakers. You can take it from the porch to the park and even on the street without fear of damaging it. Better yet, it has a built-in microphone so you can listen to calls on hands-free for the entire room. The accompanying Bose app manages users, devices, and listening modes. It's a speaker that really does everything, and for a really great value. Bose's SoundLink Color
Bluetooth Speaker II typically costs USD 129, but Amazon is currently taking USD 50 off the price. At 79 dollars, this is significantly cheaper than most gadgets on your wish list. So what are you waiting for? Add them to your shopping cart and continue playing. Buy more sales at slickdeals. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to allow users to provide their e-mail
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Digital Trends can earn a commission when you purchase through links on our website. When it comes to innovation and style, Bose is hard to beat. The American group has been developing state-of-the-art audio equipment and shows no signs of standstill. The brand is best known for its noise-cancelling
headphones, home audio systems and wireless speakers, and now one of its latest offerings, the Bose Soundlink Color II Bluetooth speaker, gets a thrilling 31% discount on Amazon's Prime Day. Instead of paying USD 129, you only have to pay USD 89 for a single the color midnight blue. The best wireless speakers need to deliver premium sound quality in a compact package, and the Bose Soundlink
Color II is more than up to the challenge. This wireless speaker is robustly designed to withstand the abuse of the outside world, but is not neglected in terms of sound performance. It has a waterproof exterior that allows you to enjoy music wherever you want. The speaker has an IPX4 rating, which means it can protect itself from splashing water (but never try to submerge it). It is short and trim and has a
circumferential silicone cover that makes it easy to hold. It weighs only 1.2 pounds (which makes it slightly heavier than a football), and all its buttons are found above, including playback control, volume adjustment, power, Bluetooth pairing, and aux-in. It also has a 3.5mm headphone jack on the side next to the micro USB charging port. Under its exterior, the Bose Soundlink Color II has two opposite
passive radiators that are impressive but pump out vibrations to a minimum. It delivers basses that are powerful and resonant, centers that sound beautiful and rich, and highs that are crystal clear and sharp. The Bose Soundlink Color II offers many features. It has a built-in microphone that lets you answer calls and use smart voice assistants such as Siri and Google Assistant. Just hold down the
multifunction button to give a command to surf the Internet or make a call. An integrated NFC button (Near Field Communication) allows quick and easy pairing. Another cool feature is Multipoint Bluetooth technology, which enables dual connectivity. This means that you can pair the speaker with two devices at the same time, and it can switch seamlessly between those devices. With party mode, you can
play music on two wireless speakers at the same time to double the volume and fun. Battery life lasts enough seven hours when playing music at a volume of 50%. If you're in a party, you can crank it up to 60%, but by then it's already terribly noisy (and will drain the battery even faster). The Bose Soundlink Color II is an excellent wireless speaker that, despite its compact size, is durable, superbly robust
and stunningly loud. It is not completely waterproof like the rest of the competition, nor does it last longer to battery life. But for the affordable price of 89 dollars, these shortcomings are negligible. But if you want more options, check out this page for the best wireless speakers of 2019, and here for the best Bluetooth speakers under 100 dollars. Here are more Prime Day offers from curated offers page. We
strive to help our readers find the best deals on high quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details and availability of the products and offers in this post are subject to change at any time. Make sure they are still in place before making a purchase. Digital Trends Can Earn Commissions on Purchased Products our links that support our work for
our readers. Editorial recommendations
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